I-18-4430 LaGrange Road Bridge Revisions Supplement 2
RR-20-4530 CR#1 SB MP 41.02 Scope Modifications
RR-19-4501 Back Slope Repair at MP 54.5
I-19-4507 Pavement Joint Repair
RR-20-4530 BN 311 & 312 Structural Repairs
I-18-4427 4” Conduit Attached to Structure
I-17-4673 Runway 10L ALSF Monthly Storage
I-20-4537 Furnish & Place Topsoil
I-19-4464 Connect Conduit Stubs in Median Barrier
I-19-4464 Quantity Overage – Aggregate Subgrade Improvement
I-17-4683 Roadway Appurtenances Balancing #1
I-19-4481 Cold Weather Protection
I-18-4374 Added IDOT Traffic Surveillance
I-18-4373 Additional Railroad Flagging
RR-13-4116 RTS Soil Modification
I-19-4464 Winter Protection SN 016 0057
I-19-4449 Issue 1 Plan Changes
I-19-4449 Pavement Removal Adjustment
I-19-4481 Winter Work
I-19-4496 Storm Sewer Revision RFI 37
I-18-4705 RFI Drainage Revisions
I-17-4338 North Ave ITS Package Crossing Equipment Costs
RR-16-4277R Bituminous Materials Cost Allowance Adjustment
RR-19-4474 Emergency MOT & Additional Lane Closures Supplement
I-19-4495 Obstruction Mitigation
I-19-4495 Winter Protection